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Deutsch Algorithm

I Consider the following computational problem:
I Input: a boolean circuit (whose structure is not accessible) computing an unknown

function f : {0, 1} → {0, 1}
I Output: the value of f(0)⊕ f(1) (where ⊕ is the XOR boolean operator).

I Classically, this requires computing the value of f on both 0 and 1.
I Quantum parallelism can be exploited in such as way as to superimpose the two

evaluations:
I First of all, from f one can efficiently build a quantum circuit Uf working on two qubits

such that Uf |x〉|y〉 = |x〉|y ⊕ f(x)〉.
I Then, consider the following quantum circuit:

H

Uf

H

H

I The circuit above, when fed with the input |0〉|0〉 will return a classical value (on the
first qubit) equal to f(0)⊕ f(1) with probability 1.



Deutsch-Jozsa Algorithm

I The advantage provided by the Deutsch Algorithm over classical algorithms is
debatable.
I Perhaps the overhead due to the presence of quantum operation exceeds the advantage

induced by quantum parallelism.
I Consider the following slight variation on the computational problem we considered:

I Input: a boolean circuit (whose structure is not accessible) computing an unknown
function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} which is either balanced or constant.

I Output: a boolean value capturing the fact that f is either constant of balanced.
I The following circuit family, when fed |0〉⊗n|0〉, returns in the first n qubits, the string

0n iff the function f is constant:

/n H⊗n

Uf

H⊗n

H

Here, the circuit Uf is such that Uf |x〉|y〉 = |x〉|y ⊕ f(x)〉, like in Deutsch Algorithm.
Observe, however that x ∈ {0, 1}∗ here.



Simon’s Algorithm

I Another somehow related problem is the so-called Simon’s problem:
I Input: a boolean circuit (whose structure is not accessible) computing an unknown

function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n which is known to have the following property: there
exists s ∈ {0, 1}n such that f(x) = f(y) iff x = y or x = s⊕ y.

I Output: the string s ∈ {0, 1}n above.
I Simon’s algorithm is based on the following circuit family, which looks quite familiar

/n H⊗n

Uf

H⊗n

/n H⊗n

Here, the circuit Uf is again such that Uf |x〉|y〉 = |x〉|y ⊕ f(x)〉. Observe, however
that x, y ∈ {0, 1}∗ here.

I One run of the circuit Sn above is not sufficient to get the desired output. It needs to
be run multiple times.
I In other words, Simon’s algorithm does not consist in {Sn}n∈N itself, but in a classical

algorithm using Sn as a subroutine.



Simon’s Algorithm
I The actual Simon’s Algorithm has the following structure:

1. i← 1.
2. Apply the circuit Sn to |0n〉|0n〉, and obtain in the first n qubits the value |wi〉
3. Check whether the subspace of {0, 1}n generated by the vectors w1, . . . ,wi has

dimension n− 1. If so, go to step 4, otherwise, increment i by 1 and go back to 2.
4. Solve the linear system of equations 

x ·w1 = 0
...
x ·w1 = 0

and return the unique nonnull solution x.

Theorem
Simon’s Algorithm correctly finds the hidden string s. The expected number of evaluations
of f in the execution of the algorithm is less than n, and the expected number of other
elementary operations is O(n3).

Theorem
Any classical algorithm that solves Simon’s Problem with probability at least 2

3 for any f

must evaluate f at least Ω(2n/3) times.
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Shor’s Algorithm

I Shor’s Algorithm does not solve the factoring problem directly, but goes through a
series of reductions:

Factoring any Integer

⇓

Splitting any Odd Non-Prime-Power N

⇓

Finding the Orders of Integers Modulo N

⇓

Sampling Estimates to a Random Integer Multiple of 1
r

(where r is the order of some integer a modulo N)
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Grover’s Algorithm

I Grover’s algorithm solves the following computational problem:
I Input: a boolean circuit (whose structure is not accessible) computing an unknown

function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}
I Output: a string s ∈ {0, 1}n such that f(s) = 1.

I This is a search problem. In the worst case, any classic algorithm must evaluate f on
all the 2n coordinates.

I Grover’s Algorithm, by way of a technique called amplitude amplification,
manages to solve the same problem in time at most O(

√
2n).
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Thank You!

Questions?


